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I am tired of writing the same text over and over again.
Therefore I address 2 healthy investors in this mail.

This email will be published on www.nlfschool.com,
because Urmas Sõõrumaa - www.usinvest.ee -  has to work with me on this site.

Kuwait, 

Prime Minister Sheikh Nasser AL-Mohammed AL-Ahmed AL-Jaber Al-Sabah

The embassy of Kuwait in the Hague NL has no website or emailaddress.
You have to do the job for me....

You are familiar with my lawcase with the Int.Criminal Court in The Hague

against the Dutch supreme court, parliament Balkenende & municipal Bloemendaal in case of

'Crimes against humanity'

slavery on my family & making of terrorism in NL at the cost of my life too....,
conducted by NL-Mps.

When you go to www.desireestokkel.nl you see that I have tried many times to make ICC give me:

procedures in order to proceed on this lawcase
timeschedules
lawyer & victum-protection for myself
ICC refuses to inform the World about this case, even now their lies cause war & economical
disasters

Whatever I write - and to whoever I write - is completely indifferent to the ICC-president,

Prosecutor mr Luis Moreno-Ocampo & Judges.

This is going on for over 3 years now...and it has turned NL into a growing fascist-nation.
EU & UN both support this activitiy of ICC and NL....

Yes I know, José Barroso gave a speech in which 'he warned against growing fascism in EU',
but terrorists know that this is a fake statement.
Terrorist read my websites even in NL-language!

EU & UN are completely 'criminal' and the people turn against this institutes.

Situation in NL today:

President Balkenende - and his Ministers & State-secretaries from before the election on 9
june 2010 -
are still in charge of NL.
They should have been removed from parliament in june 2007, by ICC.

After 9 june 2010 NL was supposed to have a new Mark Rutte-parliament, very soon....
in order to anticipate on more economical disasters.

Rutte is a problem-maker...and he will always be one.
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He has a few axoma''s in his head and they have to become policies & laws,
even when the intelligent local people advice differently...and DO KNOW
BETTER.

Rutte wants to cut down 18 billion euro...and doesn't care for the State of Law
NL or for profesional behavior.

CDA is more violent & fascistic than PVV Geert Wilders.
CDA is more 'corrupt and is more professional as it comes to the distribution of
corruption & lawless lives for the 'simple people''.
CDA will do EVERYTHING for a seat in the coalition, especially now ICC refuses to stop
criminal politicians.

After the election of 9 june 2010, the MPs for CDA harldy changed.
Verhagen,  Klink....  Read the newspapers and you've got hem all.

They planned to rule NL again together with Mark Rutte.
CDA is half against a coaltion with PVV, so they demand a minority-coalition
with PVV supporting 18 billion euro cuts...written down in a special agreement.

CDA is informed about my ICC-case against Balkenende & co.
But for reasons of might they prefer to ignore this; they turn  PVV Geert Wilders
into a fascist for the maintenance of their CDA-seats under President Rutte.

Last week, within CDA - MPs  & members - accuse eachother of betrayal & murder.
They still 'blame Wilders' while in fact they try to keep themselves out of ICC-prison.

Terrorist are aware of this!
Afghan/pakistan becomes more dangerous, now EU-leaders want to be above the law,
while guilty of the worst war-crimes thinkable.

 What do I need from Kuwait?

I need an intelligent 'Down-to-Earth-approach'.
You've got oil, money & power....
And you can close down mainport Rotterdam with security-handbooks if needed.
I know 'that you have no plans to let your oil-million drift away in the North-sea,
simple because NL & EU want war'. Good.

But this is not enough!
I need EQ.... Today, not next years.

I need you to remove the President & Prosecutor
of ICC,
because they build war & ec. disasters on their
own initiative.

You must make ICC to proceed on my case
against NL in order to stop the growing hel.
When nobody stops them, EU wil be in a new type of war.

Supported by Russia.
Dmitri Medvedev, let war & disaster grow in NL & EU for his economics.
I told him 2 years ago:'you will not get away with it,
because you underestimate the hidden Hitler-climate in NL...and EU'.

Medvedev believes that he can have a nice chat with EU & UN...and live will be healthy
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again.
 
NO, its already too late!

Medvedev could have made ICC tell the truth about NL to the rest of the World; this would
have stopped fascism.
He could also have made EU & UN work with the truth....

NL...and EU...have no reason to LOVE Russia...!
Medvedev can't accept this.

The Dutch Royal family is warmaker NO 1, overhere.

When Queen Beatrix demands New elections, this week... she proves to be intelligent.
But in practice, she only talks to old - corrupt - politicians, who want fascism to be
discributed
...for economical reasons.

Even Kuwait is not powerful enough to stop 'terrorists', under
given circumstances.

To be honest; I don't understand why EU & UN give NL
freedom to build this war, while France is to be punished for deporting Roma's.

Urmas Sõõrumaa,

I need to move on into EQ faster than you are doing today.
I don't want your business to be destroyed in an  Hitler-like-trap, you didn't see in time.
Need you... for your anti-chaos-mentality...and your business-know how.

What do I want?

I want you to start with www.NLFSCHOOL.eu on your name in Estonia.

nlfschool.com will stay mine in NL.

I can't start - and be the boss - , because I have NO human rights.
No money to build a powerful website in order to overrule warmakers.
I must overrule the media, advisors like Clingendael, HCSS, TNO,
universities...
CPB, CBS, ....

Urmas, you can afford to open NLF-estonia:

Open a website with a newspaper lay-out.
Make sure that when the site is Googled it popes up in the media &
law.
Take the official documents of the Estonian-parliament.
And the EU & UN.
Have them redirected into Int.law by a fair payed law-student or
legal-advisor.
Give instructions on how to read lawbooks and how to write letters
for which objectives & achievements.

Give me a place with nlfschool.com on your website nlfschool.eu.
My job is to rebuild NL in law.

In NL we have   official documents produced by the

parliament on

http://www.tweedekamer.nl/

This documents are being misused by current media for fun =
psychopaths enjoy to destroy MPs & people.
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I want to use the same documents on NLFSCHOOL.com ,  but
anchored in Int.law = treaties.

What happens is that 'the people read about politics,
but are also informed on the way they
must work with it in their daily life'; with lawbooks,
treaties and the right letters to write in their
1-persons-toko.

Instead of 'the making of war', we produce 'the making of a State
of Law Estonion, NL, EU
- peace & business- '.

What you personally achieve is:
'that you - USINVEST & Co- prove that you don't  want to be

part of the hidden fascist-movement

created by NL, ICC, EU & UN'.

This type of war demands new initiatives &
businesses,
that first prove to be honest & trustworthy.

People have lost their trust in NGOs, AVOs...
and politics...and media..

Unfortunately, you will become 'my boss',
instead of you taking part in my
NLFSCHOOL.com in NL.

This hurts...  

But its war.... and I don't want to be tortured
& killed by ICC,
because I hold the keys to peace in NL & EU.

Time to stop writing.... Move faster and more into my direction...

Desiree Stokkel

www.desireestokkel.nl
www.newlegalframe.com
www.nlfschool.com

when you don't want to receive my email inform me on

d.e.stokkel@online.nl

d.e.stokkel@newlegalframe.com
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